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INCOME SPRINKLING

TAX PLANNING USING PRIVATE 

CORPORATIONS



BACKGROUND

 In general, “income sprinkling” refers to tax planning arrangements whereby 

income that would have been taxed in the hands of an individual paying tax at 

a high rate is diverted to and taxed in the hands of a lower rate individual.

 Currently, the Income Tax Act (the Act) contains legislation, known as the tax 

on split income (TOSI), limiting the effectiveness of income sprinkling involving 

minors.

 When the TOSI rules apply, the minor pays tax at the highest marginal personal 

tax rate (ranging from 44.5% to 54.0%, depending on the province or territory) 

on the split income and loses personal tax credits.

 The July 18th measures propose an expansion of the TOSI rules, applicable 

after 2017.



BACKGROUND

 In addition to taxable dividends received from private corporations and certain 

income from partnerships and trusts derived from a business, profession or 

rental activity of a related person, the TOSI rule will now apply to:

a. “Compound income” – meaning income derived from investment of 

income previously subject to TOSI and certain other amounts, earned by 

an individual under the age of 25;

b. Income from certain debt arrangements; and

c. Gains from dispositions of certain property.



BACKGROUND

 The meaning of “specified individual” (the person who receives the split 

income in question) is expanded to include Canadian resident individuals, 

whether minor or adult.

 Further, the meaning of “related person” is expanded for TOSI purposes to 

include aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews. This expands greatly those who 

may be subject to TOSI.

 The proposals include a reasonableness test for determining whether TOSI 

applies to an adult.

 What is reasonable depends on several factors and they vary depending on the 

age of the adult individual as follows:



BACKGROUND

a. Labour contributions:

i. For specified individuals 18-24 years old, they are actively engaged on a 

regular, continuous and substantial basis in the activities of the business; 

and

ii. For specified individuals 25 years old or older, they are involved in the 

activity of the business (e.g. contributed labour that could have otherwise 

been remunerated by way of salary)

b. Capital contributions:

i. For specified individuals 18-24 years old, the amount cannot exceed a 

legislatively-prescribed maximum allowable return on the assets 

contributed by the individual in support of the business (currently one 

percent); and

ii. For specified individuals 25 years or older, the individual has contributed 

assets, or assumed risk, in support of the business.



BACKGROUND

c) Previous returns/remunerations:

i. All previous amounts paid or payable to the individual in respect of the 

business.

➢ Note that the above is only a summary of the most important changes and does 

not capture all their elements or details.

➢ These amendments are complex, difficult to interpret and may lead to 

unintended consequences.

➢ Many taxpayers will not be able to apply these provisions without 

professional assistance from a tax advisor.

➢ What is “reasonable” is very uncertain and will be difficult to determine in 

many circumstances.



INCOME SPRINKLING

Tax on Split Income (TOSI)
Is an individual subject to TOSI?

Is the individual a specified individual?

YES

Is the individual under 18?                   GO TO NEXT SLIDE

YES                      NO

Is the individual including in their income an amount in respect of an            TOSI doesn’t

inherited property that meets the conditions of an excluded amount?               apply

NO                                                  YES

Is the individual including in their income an amount that falls

in the definition of split income (para (a) to (g))?

YES                           

TOSI applies
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INCOME SPRINKLING

Tax on Split Income (TOSI)
Is an individual subject to TOSI?

Is the individual aged 18 to 24?                 GO TO NEXT SLIDE

YES                           NO

Is the amount in respect of an inherited property that          TOSI doesn’t apply

meets the conditions of an excluded amount?          YES

NO

Is the individual including in their income an amount

that falls in the definition of split income (para (a) to (g))?        

YES

Does the amount meet the conditions

of a split portion?                    Excluded amount (para (b))**, 

YES NO TOSI doesn’t apply

TOSI applies

** Note that an anti-avoidance rule under S.120.4(1.1)(d) will deem para (b) of excluded amount to not 

apply where certain conditions are met, therefore TOSI may apply
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INCOME SPRINKLING 

Tax on Split Income (TOSI)
Is an individual subject to TOSI?

Is the individual aged 25 or older ?                 

YES              

Is the individual including in their income an amount

that falls in the definition of split income (para (a) to (f))?        

YES

Does the amount meet the conditions            Excluded amount 

of a split portion? NO (para (b))**, 

YES TOSI doesn’t apply

TOSI applies          

** Note that an anti-avoidance rule under S.120.4(1.1)(d) will deem para (b) of excluded amount to not 

apply where certain conditions are met, therefore TOSI may apply
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INCOME SPLITTING
Arrangements Impacted:

Details:

-John is actively involved in Opco

-Jen (spouse) is also involved in Opco

-Both John and Jen receive dividends

Are dividends subject to review?

Yes, dividends to both are subject to review.

Opco

John

50%

Jen

50%
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INCOME SPLITTING
Arrangements Impacted:

Are dividends subject to review?

Yes, dividends to each beneficiary are 

subject to review. Opco

John’s 

Trust

Earns 

$80,000 

dividends

Distributes 

income

Beneficiaries

John

Jen

Children
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Example 1 – 50/50 Shareholders

John and Jen are 50/50 shareholders.

Corporate Income $150,000

Corporate Tax – 15% (22,500)

Available for dividends $127,500

Dividend Split

$63,750 each

Dividend

$127,500

Dividend split to 

Jen is 

unreasonable.

Corporate $22,500 $22,500 $22,500

Personal John 9,400 30,800 9,400

Personal Jen 9,400 - 27,000

TOTAL $41,300 $53,300 $58,900

INCOME SPLITTING



TAX PLANNING USING PRIVATE CORPORATIONS

Income Sprinkling

Example 2 – Start-up Business

• Bob to start a bakery

• Needs start up capital

• Mother Mary has low income, pays no income tax

• Mary to take out mortgage for $120,000, loan to new corporation

• Mary gets 50% of shares for $50

Tax Planning Using Private Corporations
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TAX PLANNING USING PRIVATE CORPORATIONS

Income Sprinkling

Example 2 – Start-up Business

• What is Mary’s tax treatment of dividends?

• If Mary was unrelated to Bob what would it be?

Tax Planning Using Private Corporations
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Bob’s Bakery Inc.

50% 50%

Mary Bob
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WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

1. Consider maximizing income sprinkling this year as 2017 is the last chance to do so under the current 

rules. Consider:

i. Larger dividends to family members in 2017;

ii. Other income sprinkling opportunities in 2017 (e.g. interest, royalties, shareholder benefits under 

section 15 or deemed interest under section 80.4 of the Act); and

iii. A corporate reorganization to add family members as shareholders to enable dividend sprinkling 

before the end of 2017.

2. Review salary vs. dividend mix:

i. The proposed changes do not affect salaries paid to family members (subject to the reasonableness 

test in section 67 of the Act);

ii. Consider if a switch to employment earnings is warranted in each case (be mindful of CPP/EI and WCB 

requirements).
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WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

3. Consider if the reasonableness test for split income can be satisfied for individuals 18-24 years old or for 

those 25 and older. Consider what documentation is required (i.e. timesheets, job description, work 

tickets, evidence of work product, etc.)

4. Determine how to calculate and track split income and the reasonableness portion thereof.

5. Consider how to record and track re-invested split income (documentation / systems / program required).

6. Where TOSI is involved, consider if a reorganization of shares is required so that each shareholder holds a 

different class of shares to enable dividends to be declared and paid in different amounts on each class to 

reflect what is “reasonable” for that shareholder.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

8. Review any shareholder agreements with respect to dividend and remuneration provisions. Do they 

permit unequal dividend/salary payments? Do they need to be amended to reflect this?

9. Review all trusts and determine impact of the proposed changes to consider:

i. What tax advantages have been removed, what still remain;

ii. What is the ongoing purpose of the trust;

iii. Whether non-tax reasons validate the continued existence of the trust.

10. Consider whether a post-2017 sale of shares or other assets should be accelerated into 2017 to avoid 

TOSI.



LIFETIME CAPITAL GAINS EXEMPTION

TAX PLANNING USING PRIVATE 

CORPORATIONS



BACKGROUND

 Under Canadian tax legislation, only 50 percent of a capital gain realized by a 

taxpayer is included in income and becomes taxable.

 However, taxpayers can take advantage of the lifetime capital gains 

exemption (LCGE), which takes the form of a deduction and enables taxpayers 

to realize certain amount of capital gains on a tax-free basis.

 At the moment, the LCGE is limited to $835,716 (indexed annually) for capital 

gains related to small business shares and to $1 million for capital gains related 

to qualified farm or fishing property.

 Currently, the use of the LCGE is not restricted by the taxpayer’s age, with the 

exception of minors who may claim the LCGE with regards to capital gains that 

result only from an arm’s length disposition.



BACKGROUND

 The proposed measures aim to restrict access to the LCGE.

 To meet this objective, the proposals target three major areas:

i. Age-related restrictions

ii. The use of trusts; and

iii. The implementation of a reasonable test

 These restrictions will apply to capital gains resulting from a disposition 

occurring after 2017, subject to the transitional rules.



BACKGROUND

i. Age-related restrictions

➢ Under the draft legislation, the LCGE cannot be claimed by taxpayers 

under the age of 18 and will not be available for taxpayers aged 18 years 

or older to the extent of the gain that accrued before the beginning of the 

year in which the individual turned 18. The individual may use the LCGE to 

shelter the balance of the gain.

ii. The use of trusts

➢ The Act permits a trust to realize a gain and, rather than the trust itself 

pay tax on that gain, distribute the gain to its beneficiaries. Prior to the 

proposed amendments, the beneficiaries could shelter the distributed gain 

using their LCGEs provided the gain arose from the trust’s disposal of 

Eligible Property.

➢ Under the amendments, individuals who are beneficiaries of a trust that 

realizes a gain from the disposition of Eligible Property will no longer be 

able to claim the LCGE to shelter any such distributed gains (with limited 

exceptions).



BACKGROUND

ii. The use of trusts (cont’d)

➢ As a result, capital gains that occur while the property is held in a family 

trust will no longer qualify for the LCGE for dispositions that occur after 

2017.

iii. Reasonable test

➢ For taxpayers that are not subject to the age-related or trust-related 

limitations, the possibility of claiming the LCGE will be subject to a 

reasonableness test.

➢ The reasonableness test is the same as that used with respect to TOSI.

➢ Such a test will be based on a taxpayer’s contribution of labour and capital.

➢ The application of this test will limit the possibility of claiming the LCGE.
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Lifetime Capital Gains Exemption

Example 1 – Split Income and Excess Tax

• John and Kathy founded Grade A Eggs Inc. 40 years ago, own 

50/50

• Sell to arm’s length party for $4,000,000

• John active, Kathy not

• Tax treatment of sale to John and Kathy?

Tax Planning Using Private Corporations
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TAX PLANNING USING PRIVATE CORPORATIONS

Lifetime Capital Gains Exemption

Example 1 – Split Income and Excess Tax

• On first glance, one would think tax on split income (TOSI) does 

not apply because Kathy is not selling Grade A Eggs Inc. shares to 

a non-arm’s length party (old rules).

Tax Planning Using Private Corporations
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Personal Tax Cost
Sale to Unrelated Party

Current rules $299,105*

Proposed rules $877,400

Difference $578,295

* Claim lifetime capital gains deduction



IMPACT TO YOU

 The draft legislation will restrict significantly that capacity of Canadian 

taxpayers to benefit from the LCGE.

 In addition, transactions between taxpayers will become more complex as 

dispositions after 2017 that lead to capital gains will require more information 

regarding the holding period and the fluctuation of the fair market value of 

the disposed property, especially if the shares or the property have been held 

by taxpayers for a significant number of years and if one or more of the 

proposed limitations were applicable in any of those years.

 The application of the reasonableness test will result unavoidably in 

enforcement difficulties and uncertainty for taxpayers.



WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

1. The proposed measures allow taxpayers to make a single election during the 

2018 taxation year (the Election Day) through which they will be able to 

increase their ACB of an Eligible Property under a deemed disposition and re-

acquisition. This increase will be limited to the FMV of the property on the 

Election Day. 

i. While the election could be interesting for some taxpayers, particular attention should be paid 

to the potential triggering of the alternative minimum tax (AMT), especially in the case of 

individuals who have little other income after claiming the LCGE.

2. Generally speaking, to benefit from this election, the property must have 

been held from the end of 2017 through the day of the election and must 

meet the criteria found in the current legislation with regards to Eligible 

Property, subject to the 24-month holding period test being reduced to a 12-

month holding test.



WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

3. The election will not be available for taxpayers who are minors, except for 

those who have attained the age of 17 years before 2018. Nevertheless, the 

proposed measures allow minors to claim the LCGE, provided that they 

dispose of their shares genuinely to an arm’s length buyer in 2018. Due to this 

exception, the draft legislation provides that TOSI rules will not apply to this 

capital gain even though it is realized after 2017.

4. The LCGE is not available in respect of capital gains accruing while property is 

held by a trust. Trustees should consider if a distribution of property to the 

beneficiaries is advisable (whether on a tax-deferred or taxable basis).
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Capital Gain Conversions

Tax Rates

In PEI –

Tax rate on capital gains - 25.7%

Tax rate on dividends - 34.2% - 43.9%

Government seems concerned that taxpayers 

realizing capital gains instead of dividends relative to 

private corporations
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Capital Gain Conversions

Proposals

Two measures:

1. Limit access to tax cost on private company shares where related 

party has realized a gain

2. Re-characterize certain tax-free distributions from a private 

company as taxable dividends
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Capital Gain Conversions

Example of Proposal #1

• Facts:

– purchased shares from parents five years ago

– parents paid capital gains tax on value at that time ($100k)

– taxpayer sells those shares to his holding company at a later date

✓ Current rules: able to access $100K as tax 

was previously paid

✓ New rules: $100K taxed as dividend to X 

(double tax – once at 25% and again at 44%)

✓ Consider impact on estate planning!
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Capital Gain Conversions

Example of Proposal #2

• Commercial real 

estate to be sold for 

$1M gain

• Wish to free up cash 

for personal use
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Capital Gain Conversions

Example of Proposal #2

Current Proposals

Gain 1,000,000   1,000,000       

Corporate tax (273,500)     (273,500)         

Dividend refund 153,000       153,000          

879,500       879,500          

Tax-free Capital Dividend 500,000       -                   

Taxable dividend 379,500       879,500          

Personal tax (166,601)     (386,101)         

After-tax funds 712,900       493,400          

Effectve rate 28.7% 50.7%
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Capital Gain Conversions

Comments/Observations

• Effective as of July 18, 2017

• Historical tracking of private company share transactions increased

• Increased taxation on death to almost all estates holding value in 

private companies
– has retroactive effect (i.e., prior to July 18th)

• Proposal #2 is particularly broad and ambiguous
– could apply to ordinary transactions

– will need to rely on CRA interpretations

– can be interpreted as having retroactive application
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Capital Gain Conversions

Comments/Observations

• Intergenerational share transfers more tax expensive than selling 

outside the family

• true for ALL private corporations, including family farm and fishing 

corporations
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Passive Investment Taxation

Current Tax System

• Corporate passive investment earnings taxed at high rates
– interest, rent, capital gains, etc. @ ~ 54%

• Portfolio dividends taxed at 38.3%

• Theoretically indifferent between corporate or personal investment 

on fully-distributed basis
– refundable tax mechanism
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Passive Investment Taxation

The Perceived Problem

Employee Corporation

Pre-tax net income 100,000$    100,000$        

Corporate income tax 15,000$          

Personal income tax 51,370$       

Available to invest 48,630$       85,000$          

Corporation has more capital to invest

Corporate shareholder ends up with more (compounding)
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Passive Investment Taxation

Proposals

Two broad systems for consideration

1. Current Tax Method

Levy on "extra" 35% refundable tax on business earnings invested in passive 

assets

Proposed in 1972 but abandoned

Finance has discounted as too complex
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Passive Investment Taxation

Proposals

2. Deferred Tax Method

• Similar to current system but without the refundable tax 

component

• Integration is eliminated in favor of intentional double tax

• Will require "pools" of income to be tracked in the corp
– at least 3, maybe 4 pools

• To forgo pool tracking can elect to have all dividends taxed 

personally at highest rate for dividends
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Deferred Tax Method

Illustration

• With a dividend refund 

effective corporate rate 

closer to personal

• Attempting to eliminate initial 

deferral advantage (35%) on 

initial business profits

• Query whether a 74% tax 

rate is "fair"?

Personal Corporate

Income 50,000$       85,000$          

Investment income @ 5% 2,500$      4,250$          

Corporate tax 2,295               

1,955               

Dividend refund N/A

Taxable dividend 1,955               

Personal tax 1,275           858                   

After-tax cash 1,225$         1,097               

Effective rate 51% 74%
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Passive Income Taxation

Comments/Observations

• No draft legislation, so difficult to provide impact comments; no 

timelines for implementation

• "Grandfathering" of existing investments

– no guidance

• Corporate tax compliance more complex with additional pools and 

elections
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Visit charlottetownchamber.com 
to email PEI’s four MPs and the 
Federal Minister of Finance.

Send formal submissions to: 
fin.consultation.fin@canada.ca


